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• The library interface
concise and simple.
• Implementations
1. layered implementations
2. optimizations: tail-resumptive operations are
evaluated in-place
3. the restriction: scoped resumptions
• Benchmarks
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newtype Eff e a

= Eff (Context e → Ctl a)

a vector of handlers is passed down as the context
data Ctl a
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data Ctl a
= Pure { result :: a }
a value result
| forall ans b.
Yield {
yielding to a prompt
the prompt to which it yields marker :: Marker ans,
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Optimization

1. tail-resumptive operations (i.e., value/function)
are evaluated in-place
2. non tail-resumptive operations (i.e., operation)
locally decide which marker to yield to

13

Scoped Resumptions

• Restriction: resumptions can only be resumed in the same
handler context as captured
• We believe that all important effect handlers in practice can be
defined in terms of scoped resumptions
• Implemented as a dynamic check, called guard

14

Benchmarks

23

Benchmarks

EV

our Control.Ev.Eff library

EV NT

our Control.Ev.Eff library; handlers always Non Tail-resumptive

EE

the Extensible Effects library [Kiselyov and Ishii 2015]

FE

the Fused Effects library [Schrijvers et al. 2019; Wu and Schrijvers 2015b; Wu et al. 2014]

MTL

the Monad Transformer Library

Benchmarks

[Kiselyov and Ishii 2015]
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6.1 Counter
Benchmarks
As
a basic check, we use the counter benchmark [Kammar et
al. 2013; Kiselyov and Ishii 2015] which recursively counts
down, with 107 as the initial value for the state.
runCount :: (State Int :? e) ⇒ Eff e Int
runCount = do i <- perform get ()
if (i==0) then return i
else do perform put (i - 1)
runCount

The pure implementation of the counter is simply a tight
loop for counting down. The results are given in Figure 2b.
The Pure, MTL, and FE versions are all fully inlined and recurse directly over a decreasing parameter. Here we can see
that the state monad is highly optimized in GHC, and that
the build rules in FE are triggered. Our EV implementation
is about 5.5 times slower than those. However, as it uses
internally an STRef for the local state and it performs very
close to a plain runST implementation, it is close to optimal
(and only limited by the performance of updateable refer-
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More in the Paper
• Advanced handlers:
handlers with return clauses, handlers with local state
• Our implementation ensures type safety
• More discussion

https://github.com/xnning/EvEff
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